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Global recession fears mount sending yields lower 
Markets traded with a more guarded tone overnight as earlier optimism was shelved on mounting concerns of a 
looming global recession. The usual triggers – overzealous central bank tightening to lower entrenched high 
inflation, supply side tensions and concerns over the Chinese economy – had markets fretful. In his Senate semi-
annual testimony from Fed chair Powell was refreshingly frank. According to Powell the Fed had an “unconditional” 
commitment to price stability, was “strongly committed” to bringing down inflation with its tools and would 
continue to hike until they had “compelling” evidence inflation was falling. The pace of future hikes would be data 
dependent and Powell acknowledged that achieving a soft landing would be “very challenging” with US recession 
“certainly a possibility”. Immediate market reaction was modest as it was aligned with the prevailing mood. 

Global stocks were mixed. The big 3 US stock indices - Dow, S&P500 and Nasdaq – are currently just above their 
previous close, with defensive stocks in the S&P outperforming energy and growth stocks. The Vix index shot higher 
to 31.5 on the US market open but has receded to 29. Cryptocurrencies resumed their slide with Bitcoin now below 
USD20,000 (it peaked at just under USD69k in November 2021!). European equity indices opened lower and closed 
down around 1% on lighter volumes traded. Stocks were generally down in the Asian session. 

Weakening sentiment also sapped global bond yields. Treasury yields were down 10 to 15bps across the curve with 
modest steepening (2Y 3.06%, 10y 3.16%). European yields were lower, generally led by longer-term tenors (UK 10Y 
2.50%, Ger 10Y 1.63%). Australasian yields posted sizeable falls, on thin liquidity with the yield curve steepening. 
Consistent with the pullback in yields was a Bloomberg poll showing downgrades to the Australian growth outlook 
but with higher inflation. OIS market pricing cooled by a further 10bps or so, but the 4%+ OCR by the end of the year 
still looks a stretch in relation to our core view of a late 2022 3.5% peak. 

Commodity prices were generally dampened by recession fears.  Oil prices were also dampened after US President 
Biden floated a range of measures (including meeting with oil executives, lowering taxes on gasoline) to try and bring 
oil prices down or at least mitigate the hit to US consumers. Near-term prices for WTI (USD106 per barrel) and Brent 
(USD111) were down around 3%. 

Inflation rates continued to firm: There was little market reaction after UK headline inflation jumped to fresh 40-
year highs in May (9.1% yoy), in line with expectations. UK core inflation at 5.9% yoy, was slightly weaker than 
expected. Canadian yields briefly arrested falls and the Canadian dollar climbed after Canadian CPI inflation topped 
expectations with the 7.7% annual rate the highest since 1983, and the 4.7% yoy average core for measures the 
highest on record. Our current Q2 CPI pick for NZ is a record 7.3% annual print, but the key question is how quickly 
NZ inflation subsides to something remotely consistent with the 1-3% inflation target. In the absence of a concerted 
slowdown the risk is for high inflation outcomes to stick around for longer. 

Despite rumbling global storm clouds, we remain reasonably bullish on the NZ export outlook. Yesterday, our 
resident dairy guru Nat Keall revised up his Fonterra milk price forecast for 2022/23 to a record $10 per kgMS, 
helped by tight global supplies and the low NZD. This suggests while the NZ economy might potentially move into 
recession this year, some sectors are doing very, very well.  

This good news story was followed by a smaller than usual NZ May merchandise trade surplus ($263m, -$644m s.a) 
with the annual trade deficit widening to a record $9,521m. Higher export values for meat, oil, machinery, fruit and 
aluminium were offset by jumps for petrol, with capital goods imports continuing to trend higher. Still, the annual 
NZ merchandise trade deficit could get worse before it gets better, potentially breaking through the $10bn mark, 
and widening the 6.5% of GDP current account deficit in the process. This could be another potential NZD headwind. 

FX Update: Increased risk aversion has been broadly supportive of the yen, euro and Swiss franc, with the USD about 
mid-pack in the G10 table. Commodity currencies, notably the NZD, AUD and NOK, were heavy, with the kiwi the 
G10 currency laggard. The NZD fell through 63 US cents early yesterday afternoon and troughed at around 0.625 late 
last night (above key 0.6200 support levels), and it is up to around 0.629 USD at the time of writing.  

Day and weekend ahead: Light locally ahead of the Matariki long weekend in Aotearoa. Nervous investors will be 
looking for more positive signals in offshore markets.  June manufacturing and services PMIs for Australia, the UK, 
Eurozone and US will be looked at for signs of slowing global growth momentum. Jobless claims data for the US is 
out along with home sales and consumer confidence, with a flurry of FOMC speakers also due. Kia pai 
tou mutunga wiki. Author: mark.smith4@asb.co.nz  

https://www.asb.co.nz/content/dam/asb/documents/reports/rural-economic-note/fonterra-milk-price-june-22.pdf
mailto:mark.smith4@asb.co.nz
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Important Disclaimer 

This document is published solely for informational purposes. It has been prepared without taking account of your objectives, financial situation, or needs. 
Before acting on the information in this document, you should consider the appropriateness and suitability of the information, having regard to your 
objectives, financial situation and needs, and, if necessary seek appropriate professional or financial advice.   

We believe that the information in this document is correct and any opinions, conclusions or recommendations are reasonably held or made, based on the 
information available at the time of its compilation, but no representation or warranty, either expressed or implied, is made or provided as to accuracy, 
reliability or completeness of any statement made in this document. Any opinions, conclusions or recommendations set forth in this document are subject 
to change without notice and may differ or be contrary to the opinions, conclusions or recommendations expressed elsewhere by ASB Bank Limited. We are 
under no obligation to, and do not, update or keep current the information contained in this document. Neither ASB nor any person involved in the 
preparation of this document accepts any liability for any loss or damage arising out of the use of all or any part of this document.   

Any valuations, projections and forecasts contained in this document are based on a number of assumptions and estimates and are subject to contingencies 
and uncertainties. Different assumptions and estimates could result in materially different results. ASB does not represent or warrant that any of these 
valuations, projections or forecasts, or any of the underlying assumptions or estimates, will be met.  

 

 

 

 

Currencies Currencies Commodities Equities

NZD/USD 0.6287 -0.7% NZD/SEK 6.343 -0.9% NZX WMP 4225.0 0.0% Dow 30500 -0.1%

NZD/AUD 0.9071 -0.1% NZD/DKK 4.425 -1.1% Gold $/o 1838.0 0.3% S&P 500 3772 0.3%

NZD/EUR 0.5948 -1.0% NZD/THB 22.2 -0.7% WTI Oil $/b 107.7 -2.7% NASDAQ 11042 -0.2%

NZD/JPY 85.59 -1.0% AUD/USD 0.6932 -0.6% Money Market (%) FTSE 7089 -0.9%

NZD/GBP 0.5125 -0.7% EUR/USD 1.057 0.4% 90 Day BB 2.80 0.00 CAC-40 5917 -0.8%

NZD/CAD 0.8135 -0.6% USD/JPY 136.2 -0.3% OCR 2.00 0.00 DAX 13144 -1.1%

NZD/CHF 0.6042 -1.2% 10 Yr Bond Yields (%) ASB Swap Rates (%) H.Seng 21008 -2.6%

NZD/HKD 4.935 -0.1% NZ 4.16 -0.05 1yr 3.98 -0.08 Nikkei 26150 -0.4%

NZD/SGD 0.8720 -0.6% US 3.14 -0.13 2yr 4.35 -0.10 ASX200 6509 -0.2%

NZD/CNH 4.219 -1.1% Aust 3.99 -0.08 5yr 4.43 -0.07 NZX50 10679 0.0%
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